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S1.  Artifacts of Linear Regression in the Spatial Pattern of Radiative 
Adjustments 
 
 In the forcing-response framework, radiative adjustments occur in response 

to an instantaneous radiative forcing, independent of surface temperature change.  

The combined radiative kernel-linear regression technique allows for radiative 

adjustments to be quantified locally (Eq. 3). Using this approach, Chung and Soden 

(2015a) argued that initial warming patterns differing from the global-mean alter 

the local regression slope used to estimate the temperature-mediated radiative 

response.  This artificially shifts the y-intercept used to estimate the radiative 

adjustment term, partially aliasing surface-temperature-mediated responses into 

the radiative adjustments.  The analysis by Chung and Soden was conducted for the 

TOA.  We find similar methodological artifacts at the surface. 

 Figure S1 shows the spatial pattern of ensemble-mean temperature-

mediated radiative responses, while Figure S2 shows the corresponding radiative 

adjustments.  In most cases, pairs of radiative responses and adjustments mirror 

each other.  For example, where the Planck response is more (less) negative than 

the global-mean, the Planck adjustment is positive (negative).  The spatial pattern of 

the Planck adjustment also reflects initial surface warming patterns (Fig. S2f).  

Where local initial surface warming is much greater than the global-mean, such as 

over the North American continents, the Planck adjustment is negative.  Where local 

warming is less than the global-mean, such as the equatorial Pacific, the Planck 

adjustment is positive.  This also indicates that some of the rapid adjustment 



response is dependent on surface temperature change.  Albeit smaller in magnitude, 

the spatial pattern of the lapse rate adjustment (Fig. S2c) mimics the Planck 

adjustment pattern and thus is similarly dependent on the pattern of initial surface 

warming. Water vapor adjustment also exhibits some dependency on surface 

temperature change, as its spatial pattern (Fig. S2d) opposes the Planck adjustment 

in the Pacific ocean. 

 

 



 
Figure S1. Ensemble-mean temperature-mediated a) cloud b) Planck c) lapse rate d) water 
vapor and e) surface albedo radiative responses (in Wm-2K-1) averaged over the 140 year 
time period of the integration. 

 
 
 



 
Figure S2. Ensemble-mean a) cloud b) Planck c) lapse rate d) water vapor and e) surface 
albedo radiative adjustments at the surface (in Wm-2) averaged over the 140 year time 
period of the integration.  The ensemble-mean ratio of f) local to global-mean surface 
temperature change for the first year after the instantaneous CO2 increase is also shown. A 
value of one indicates local warming is equal to global-mean warming. 

 
 


